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One-dimensional versus two-dimensional surface states on stepped Au„111…
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Surface states at vicinal Au~788! and Au~322! have been investigated with angle-resolved photoemission and
synchrotron radiation. Both surfaces are characterized by highly regular one-dimensional step arrays with
relatively wide~;3.9 Å! or narrow~;1.3 Å! terraces in Au~788! and Au~322!, respectively. Depending on the
terrace size we observe that surface electrons behave in a completely different way. In Au~788! terraces
become one-dimensional, lateral quantum wells that confine surface electrons between adjacent steps. In
Au~322! surface electrons propagate across the step array forming two-dimensional superlattice bands. By
tuning photon energy and angle we probe fundamental properties of the electron wave functions in both cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vicinal surfaces are natural templates for self-assemb
ordered arrays of nanowires and nanodots with tailored e
tronic states and transport properties.1,2 They can also be
used as model systems for studying the electron wave fu
tions and other basic properties of lateral nanostructure3,4

Vicinal noble metal~111! surfaces are particularly suitab
because their knownpz-like surface state scatters strongly
step edges.5–8 Here we study this surface state at Au~322!
and Au~788! surfaces, which are vicinal to the~111! plane.
Both are characterized by highly regular step arrays o
micron-size areas, making them ideal for photoemiss
studies. Although the basic structural difference betwe
Au~322! and Au~788! is the terrace width~i.e., the period of
the step superlattice!, they display completely different elec
tronic structures. In Au~322! we have relatively narrow~1.3
Å! terraces and the surface state is a two-dimensional b
folded at the center of the step superlattice Brillouin zone
Au~788! the terraces are wider~3.9 Å! and the surface stat
breaks up into one-dimensional lateral quantum-well sta
Such different behavior can be explained in the light of
different bulk band structure projection on each surfa
plane.

The photoemission experiments have been performe
the SU8 undulator, Spanish-French beam line at LU
~Paris!. The experiments were done at 300 K usi
p-polarized light. The experimental station is equipped w
an angle-resolved photoemission setup that provides an
gular resolution lower than 0.5°. The total energy resolut
is 50 meV. Au~322! is vicinal with respect to Au~111! by a
miscut angle of 11.4° towards@21̄1̄# and presents$100%-like
steps. Au~788! has a miscut angle of 3.5° towards@2̄11# and
$111%-like steps.In situ surface preparation is done by exte
sive sputtering-annealing cycles. Most of Au~111! vicinals
undergo facetting,9 but Au~322! and Au~788! are stable ori-
entations. Figure 1 shows the respective scanning tunne
microscopy~STM! images. We observe micron-size surfa
areas with defect-free, regular arrays of straight, monato
0163-1829/2002/65~16!/165413~7!/$20.00 65 1654
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(h52.35 Å) steps. In Au~322! terraces are 131, ~111!
planes, whereas Au~788! terraces display a characteristic r
construction that is similar to the reconstruction
Au~111!.9,10 This is better observed in the closer view show
in the inset of Fig. 1~b! where the corrugation due to th
terrace levels has been subtracted. Discommensuration
run perpendicular to the step edges indicating the presenc
alternative fcc- and hcp-packed domains along a single
race. In the bottom panel we show the terrace width dis
bution measured over 30 images and more than 200 terra
The resulting average terrace width values ared51362 Å
for Au~322! andd53965 Å for Au~788!. In both cases the
sharp terrace width distribution is expected from the stro
elastic interaction between adjacent steps as well as from
high kink energy of gold. In Au~788! it is also possible that
the highly homogeneous step array is related to the ter
reconstruction, as observed on Si~111!.11

II. 1D VERSUS 2D SURFACE STATES

The flat Au~111! surface electronic structure is characte
ized by the presence of a well-known, free-electron-lik
two-dimensional surface state close to the Fermi energyEF
in the center of the surface Brillouin zone.12 At stepped
Au~322! and Au~788! the free-electron-like character of th
surface state is maintained parallel to the steps (y direction
in Fig. 1!, where we observe a parabolic dispersion with
effective massm* 50.27me similar to the effective mass in
Au~111!.4 The band dispersion is only affected in the dire
tion perpendicular to the step array (x direction!. Figures
2~a! and 2~b!, respectively, contain the photoemission spec
of Au~322! and Au~788! near the Fermi level showing th
dispersion of the surface state peak in thex direction. The
emission angle is measured with respect to the surface
mal. The differences between both surfaces are remarka
The surface state peak disperses in Au~322!, but it splits into
two non-dispersing features in Au~788!. This means that the
surface state is a two-dimensional~2D! state for Au~322! and
a one-dimensional~1D! state for Au~788!.13
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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TheE(kx) band dispersions in the direction perpendicu
to the steps for both Au~322! and Au~788! are shown in
Fig. 3. kx is obtained from the emission angleu and the
~measured! kinetic energy via the known equationkx

5A(2m/\2)Ekinsinu. All the energies are referred to th
Fermi level EF . For Au~322! data points in Fig. 3~a! are
determined directly from the peak maxima in the spectra
Fig. 2~a! ~tick marks!. They are fitted with two parabolas
These appear symmetric with respect to the surface Brillo
zone center, suggesting band folding by step superlattice
tors. The band centers are located atkx50.2360.04 Å21

and kx50.7460.04 Å21, consistent with g/25p/d
50.25 Å21 and 3g/253p/d50.74 Å21, respectively. The
shift of thepz-like surface band to the surface Brillouin zon
edge is expected for vicinal surfaces, as explained in Se
The band minimum is found atEmin520.36 eV in the first
Brillouin zone and slightly higher in the second zone. Th
appears to be an artifact related to the lower intensity of
folded band.14 Within the error bars, the effective mass d
duced from the parabolic fit ism* 50.28me , which is again
similar to the effective mass in Au~111!, indicating that the
scattering at the step edges is weak in Au~322!. Assuming a
one-dimensional Kronig-Penney model withd-function-like
step potentials, the strength of the step barrier can be
mated from the upwards shift of the superlattice band w
respect to the flat surface band.15 Although the correct refer-
ence is the energy of the infinite fcc-packed terrace we
use the surface state energy of Au~111!, since its herringbone
reconstruction only results in minor energy changes.10 The
surface state of Au~111! has been measured separately un

FIG. 1. STM pictures from~a! Au~322! and ~b! Au~788! show-
ing highly regular one-dimensional step arrays. The right in
shows the detailed structure of Au~788! terraces. Bright and dark
areas indicate the presence of alternating fcc- and hcp-pa
square areas within the same terrace~Ref. 9!. The terrace width
distribution for each surface is shown in the bottom panels. The
inset schematically depicts the side view of the one-dimensio
step array, where miscut angle, step height, and terrace width ap
defined.
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the same experimental conditions, givingEF2E05
20.46 eV. Thus we obtainDE5Emin2E050.1 eV. Fol-
lowing the analysis of Ref. 15, we deduce a repulsive bar
of ;1.4 eV Å21 and a transmission probabilityuTu50.84 at
monatomic steps in Au~322!. These values are similar t
those found in Cu~111! vicinals.15

The data points in Fig. 3~b! for Au~788! are obtained from
a line fitting to the spectra in Fig. 2~b!, which gives the
accurate energy position and the intensity of the two
features. The fitting uses asymmetric Lorentzian lines for
peaks, plus a Shirley and a polynomial background, all c
voluted with a Gaussian to account for the overall ene
resolution. We clearly observe two flat levels at20.40 eV
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FIG. 2. Photoemission spectra showing the surface state dis
sion in the direction perpendicular to the step array (x direction in
Fig. 1! in ~a! Au~322! and ~b! Au~788!. The emission angleu is
measured with respect to the surface normal and the photon en
is 27 eV. In Au~322!, the surface state is a broad, 2D dispersi
feature whereas in Au~788! it splits into two sharp, 1D nondispers
ing levels.

FIG. 3. E(kx) surface bands corresponding to the spectra of F
2. In Au~322!, the surface state forms superlattice bands~zone
folded by g52p/d), whereas in Au~788! we observe two 1D
quantum-well levels. The size of the dots in~b! is proportional to
the corresponding peak intensity in Fig. 2~b!. The energy gap be-
tween quantum levels in Au~788! is consistent with total electron
confinement within terraces.
3-2
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL VERSUS TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165413
and 20.11 eV, suggesting strong confinement along thekx
direction. If we assume the terraces in Au~788! as infinite
quantum wells of sizeL, the energy of theN th level, referred
to the ground state of the infinitely wide terraceEF2E0, is
given by

EN5EF2E01
\2p2

2m* L2
N2. ~1!

The energy gap between the two levels in Fig. 3~b! agrees
with the energy interval between the lowest two levels of t
infinite one-dimensional quantum well, i.e., (22212)
3@(\2p2)/(2m* L2)#50.28 eV, wherem* 50.27me and L
539 Å. We conclude that surface electrons are strongly c
fined within individual terraces at the Au~788! step array, in
the same way as they get confined within isolated terrace
Au~111! and Ag~111!.5,6

Using Eq. ~1! and the absolute energy of the quantu
levels in Fig. 3~b! we obtainEF2E0520.50 eV. This value
is different fromEF2E0520.46 eV measured in Au~111!.
Assuming the latter as the reference energy of the infini
wide terrace, such deviation could indicate that the ac
terrace potential in Au~788! is not the ideal infinite quantum
well. In this sense note that the data points in Fig. 3~b! dis-
play some random variation within the error bars that can
interpreted as a narrow band. Using the Kronig-Pen
model, the width of the band allows to estimate an up
limit for the transmission probability across the step barr
We obtain a maximum value ofuTu5 0.1 anduTu50.19 for
the first and the second levels, which are still considera
smaller than those found for Au~322!. For this value ofT and
within the same Kronig-Penney model we obtainEF2E05
20.48 eV, i.e. closer to the energy of the Au~111! surface
state.16

III. MAPPING THE WAVE FUNCTION AT LATERAL
QUANTUM WELLS

The size of the data points in Fig. 3~b! reflects the nor-
malized photoemission intensity~area under the peak! of the
1D quantum-well levels in Au~788!. Such intensity is
shown in Fig. 4~a! as a function of the emission angle.
thus represents the experimental angle-resolved ph
emission matrix element in the direction perpendicular to
steps for the two terrace quantum levels. We can estim
such matrix element using Fermi’s golden rule for optic
transitions,

I}u^c i uA•puc f&u2 ~2!

HereA andp, respectively, correspond to the light vect
potential and the momentum operators, andc i andc f to the
electron wave functions in the initial~quantum-well! and the
final states, respectively. At a terrace we can approach
initial state wave function as the product of a wave decay
into the bulk, a plane wave parallel to the terrace, a
the wave function in thex8 direction, i.e., c i(x8,y8,z8)
5e2kz8eiky8 .y8ckx8

(x8). The (x8,y8,z8) reference system is
defined in the~111! terrace plane, as depicted in the inset
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Fig. 4~a!. The matrix element can be simplified assuming t
final-state wave function as a plane wavec f5eiq•r. With p

polarizationA.Azk̂ and makingqy850, Eq. ~2! is reduced
to

I ~qx8!}u^e2kz8uAzpzueqz8z8&u2u^ck
x8
~x8!ueqx8x8&u2. ~3!

At the photon energy used in the experiment and close
the surface normalqz8 (qz8@qx8 ,qy8) is fixed by energy
conservation. The first term in Eq.~3! is thus constant, and
the matrix element is only a function of the second ter
which is written as

I ~qx8!}F E eiqx8 .x8ckx8
~x8!dx8G2

. ~4!

whereqx8 is the final-state wave vector along thex8 direc-
tion that is fixed by the emission angle. Equation~4! is de-
scribing the 1D wave function probability densityuc(qx8)u

2

in reciprocal space, which is the analog of the charge den
mapped in real space by STM.5,6 By chosing a plane wave
for the final state we neglect the effect of the step super
tice, which results in a smooth modulation of Eq.~4!. In our
analysis we avoid this modulation by chosing a photon
ergy such that the interference effect of the superlattice
canceled.17 Within the limits of the approach made to th
matrix element, we can conclude that the probability dens
in reciprocal space forN51 andN52 in the terrace quan
tum well is being obtained experimentally in Fig. 4~a!. It is
thus interesting to compare this result with the infinite, on

FIG. 4. ~a! Photoemission intensity for the two quantum-we
levels of Fig. 1~b!. Such intensity reflects the probability density
the one-dimensional terrace quantum-well states in Au~788!. It fits
to the probability density for the corresponding quantum-well sta
of the 1D infinite potential well~dashed lines! calculated in the
x8y8z8 reference system of the terraces~inset!, indicating that both
share similar wave functions.~b! Wave functions in real space fo
the terrace quantum well obtained from~a!, compared with the
infinite quantum-well wave functions.
3-3
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J. E. ORTEGAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165413
dimensional quantum well of sizeL. In this case we have th
well-known wave functionscN(x8)5sin(pNx8/L) that allow
us to simplify Eq.~4! to give

I QW`
~qx8!5A

12~21!Ncos~qx8L !

Fqx8
2

2S pN

L D 2G2 N2, ~5!

whereA is a normalization constant that can be chosen
make the total intensity* I QW`

(qx8)dx8 equal to the area

under the experimental intensity curve forN51. With this
value ofA we obtain the dotted lines shown in Fig. 4~a! for
N51 andN52 of the infinite quantum well. Peak position
are well reproduced, indicating that the terraces effectiv
behave as infinite potential wells with similar wave fun
tions. Actually, from Eq.~4! we deduce that the wave func
tion in real space can be obtained experimentally fromI (qx8)
by Fourier transformation. The missing phase is determi
by supposing a symmetric well, and therefore only even
odd wave functions. Using the data in Fig. 4~a! we obtained
the wave functions in real space for the terrace quan
well. The result is shown in Fig. 4~b!, together with the wave
functions of the infinite quantum well. We observe sm
differences that can be due to the actual shape of the ter
potential. However, the differences lie within the error ba
of the experiment and the approach used to simplify the
trix element in Eq.~2!. A more refined, quantitative analys
requires a better theoretical approach of this matrix elem
especially in order to account for photoemission final-st
effects. This analysis is in progress.17

IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FOURIER ANALYSIS
BY PHOTON ENERGY TUNING

The center of the probability density functions in Fig. 4~a!
is shifted by 3.5° from the surface normal. This angle cor
sponds to the direction perpendicular to the~111! plane,
proving that this plane is the appropriate reference of the
terrace potential in Au~788!. In contrast the 2D surface sta
in Au~322! is modulated on the~322! average plane of the
surface. This can be shown by probing the Fourier com
nents of the surface wave function in the perpendicular
rection, which in turn can only be done by tuning the phot
energy in photoemission.3 The analysis is presented in Fig
5 and 6. In Fig. 5 we show the spectra from Au~322! along
the x direction for increasing photon energies. The pho
emission intensity is now shown in a gray scale, such t
surface bands are directly observed. The most remark
feature is the intensity shift from the first to the second
perlattice Brillouin zone as the photon energy increases.
situation resembles that of the electron diffraction from
stepped surface, where the split spots are only observed
der out-of-phase interference conditions.18 In the present
case the relative intensity of the zone-folded bands is
plained by the spectral composition of the surface state
pendicular to the surface (z direction!. This is demonstrated
in the wave vector plot shown in Fig. 6. To simplify th
discussion, we limit ourselves to the lowest electron ene
i.e. the surface band minima in Fig. 5. At the band minim
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we measure the photoemission intensity normalized to
photon flux~size of the dots! and calculate the wave vecto
component perpendicular to the surface for the excited p
toelectron out of the crystal (kz

out). The latter is obtained
from the electron kinetic energyEkin and kx by assuming
constant energy lines (ky50)

Ekin5
\2

2m
@kx

21~kz
out!2#. ~6!

Therefore, data points in Fig. 6~a! correspond to the pho
toemission final state outside the crystal. In the initial st
~surface state! the wave vector components parallel to t
surfacekx andky are the same as in the final state, since b
are conserved in the photoemission process.kz is not strictly
conserved but broadened due to the lack of symmetry of
crystal in thez direction. In order to find the approximat
value of kz it is necessary to use bulk band calculations
find, first, the corresponding final state inside the crysta
the same energy, and then assume wave vector conserv
in the reduced Brillouin zone. In Fig. 6 we have located t
high-symmetryL point of the bulk Brillouin zone for the
initial state, which is probed at;26 eV and;50 eV above
EF .19 The photoemission intensity~size of the data points! is
maximum close to thisL point and decreases slowly awa
from it in the perpendicular direction. Thiskz-dependent in-
tensity is similar to that found in flat crystals and reflects t
spectral composition of the wave function in the surface s
along the direction perpendicular to the surface.20 Such kz

FIG. 5. Photoemission spectra of Au~322! measured at differen
photon energies are shown in a gray scale. The 2D, zone-fo
surface bands alongkx are directly obtained. The photon energ
dependent intensity of each band is related to the spectral weig
the different surface state Fourier components, which are selecti
probed at every energy~see Fig. 6!.
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL VERSUS TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165413
broadening aroundL, which is actually the consequence
the two-dimensional confinement in the surface plane, is
picted schematically in Fig. 6~a! with the dashed cones. Thu
Fig. 6~a! provides a~qualitative! three-dimensional descrip
tion of the superlattice wave function in the reciprocal spa
where all the Fourier components (kx ,ky50,kz) are being
probed and weighted.21 The corresponding wave function i
the real space is depicted in Fig. 6~b!. Along thex direction,
it is composed of Bloch waves with the periodicity of th
superlattice. Along thez direction, it is an evanescent osci
lation with kz5kL , consistent with thekz broadening away
from theL point.

V. BULK BAND STRUCTURE PROJECTION
ON THE VICINAL PLANE

In order to understand the different nature of the surf
state in Au~788! and Au~322! we examine the bulk band
structure projection on each surface plane and along the

FIG. 6. ~a! kz
out and kx wave vector components of photoele

trons out of the crystal. The data correspond to the band min
in Fig. 5. The size of the dots is proportional to the peak intens
This is maximum near theL point of the bulk band structure whic
is probed at two different energies in the first and the second B
louin zones. The plot reflects the spectral composition of the sur
state wave function, as qualitatively described by the dashed c
The corresponding wave function is described in real space in~b!.
Along thex direction, we have Bloch waves of the step superlatti
Along thez direction, the superlattice wave function is an evan
cent wave withkz 5kL , consistent with thekz broadening shown
in ~a!.
16541
e-
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rection perpendicular to the steps. This is shown schem
cally in Fig. 7. The vicinal surface plane is represented b
thick solid line rotated by the corresponding miscut an
about the~111! plane. The circles describe the bulk Ferm
surface in the first Brillouin zone with its characteristic nec
of width kneck50.24 Å21.12 Dark shaded regions indicat
the projection of bulk states from the two halves of the Fer
surface, whereas light shaded areas correspond to bulk s
projected from one side of the Fermi surface. Only in t
case of Au~788! the projection of the two necks overlap
leading to a gap aroundḠ. The dashed cones in Fig. 7~a!
represent the same Fourier spectrum of the 2D surface
in Au~322! probed in Fig. 6~a!, which is characterized by the
kz broadening along the surface normal. In Fig. 7~b! the
dashed cones indicate that 1D terrace quantum-well state
Au~788! havekz8 broadening along the~111! terrace normal.
This is concluded from the probability density function
shown in Fig. 4~a!, which are centered around the~111! di-
rection. Note that all the Fourier components of the 2D s
face state in Au~322! lie at the L-point projection on the
surface, i.e., atp/d. In contrast, the Fourier components
the 1D surface states of Au~788! with kz8 broadening along
the ~111! direction lie at theḠ gap. This means that these 1
terrace quantum-well states are truly gap states, wherea
surface states of Au~322! are resonances that overlap wi
projected bulk states.

a
.

l-
ce
e.

.
-

FIG. 7. Schematic projection of bulk states atEF on ~a! Au~322!
and ~b! Au~788!. The dashed cones represent the Fourier spect
of 2D and 1D surface states, which are projected differently atp/L

in Au~322! and aroundḠ in Au~788!. p/d 2D states in Au~322! mix

with projected bulk states, whereasḠ 1D states are truly gap state
Such a different mixing explains their different dimensionality~see
the text!.
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J. E. ORTEGAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165413
The different degree of coupling between projected b
states andḠ and p/d surface states explains their differe
dimensionality. Gap states are sharply confined to the sur
plane and they feel a strong step barrier potential. Mixing
p/d states with bulk states displaces the center of gravity
the electron wave function deeper in the bulk, and hencep/d
states sense a smoother effective potential at the step.22 For a
low effective barrier the electron tunneling across the s
can lead to significant terrace to terrace coupling, and he
to 2D superlattice band formation. The stronger surface-b
mixing of p/d surface resonances is also supported by
recent line shape analysis done by Baumbergeret al. in
Cu~111! vicinals.8

Figure 7 suggests a transition fromḠ states top/d states
as a function of the miscut angle. Such transition has b
indeed observed in Cu~111! vicinals with about 7° miscut,
i.e., when theḠ gap gets closed at the energy range of
surface state.3,23 As deduced from Fig. 7~b!, the gap atEF
closes in Au~111! vicinals with ac5arctan(kneck/kL)510.2°
miscut. Thus for larger angles, as in Au~322!, surface states
at Ḡ are not longer supported. However, the data for Cu~111!
vicinals indicate that significant tunneling across the s
barrier occurs before the spectral weight is transferred fr
Ḡ to p/d. Indeed in Cu~111! with 5° miscut the surface stat
displays Ḡ-like character@kz8 broadening along~111! ter-
races#, though it is already a 2D dispersing band.3 This ap-
pears to be again a consequence of the surface-bulk mi
that occurs during theḠ gap closing. For 5° theḠ gap in Fig.
7~b! has shrunk, such that part of theḠ state Fourier com-
ponents overlap with bulk states.23 As a result, theḠ state
senses a lower effective step barrier and eventually beco
a 2D surface state.
dv

.G
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-

n,

.H
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we observe that thepz-like surface state can
have one-dimensional or two-dimensional character at v
nal Au~111! surfaces depending on the terrace size. It is co
pletely confined within wide terraces in Au~788! and be-
comes a two-dimensional, step superlattice state at nar
terraces in Au~322!. Both surfaces represent the two limitin
cases of a lateral nanostructure. This can be generally defi
as a regular array of nano-sized objects on a surface
Au~788! we have the case of individual, non interacting o
jects ~terraces! that display quantum-well levels. In Au~322!
effective barriers are lower and the object-to-object inter
tion is switched on, thereby leading to 2D superlattice ban
By means of angle-resolved photoemission and synchro
radiation we can obtain, in both cases, the Fourier spect
of the relevant electronic states, which is in turn necessar
properly describe the wave functions of the lateral na
structure.
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